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Abstract

This paper estimates the extent to which childhood circumstances contribute to health inequality in old age and evaluates the importance of major domains of childhood circumstances to health inequalities in the USA and China. We link two waves of the China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study (CHARLS) in 2013 and 2015 with the newly released 2014 Life History Survey (LHS), and two waves of the Health and Retirement Study (HRS) in 2014 and 2016 with the newly released 2015 Life History Mail Survey (LHMS) in the USA, to quantify health inequality due to childhood circumstances for which they have little control. Using the Shapley value decomposition approach, we show that childhood circumstances may explain 7-16 percent and 14-30 percent of health inequality in old age in China and the USA, respectively. Specifically, the contribution of childhood circumstances to health inequality is larger in the USA than in China for self-rated health, mental health, and physical health. Examining domains of childhood circumstance, regional and rural/urban status contribute more to health inequality in China, while family socioeconomic status (SES) contributes more to health inequality in the USA. Our findings support the value of a life course approach in identifying the key determinants of health in old age. Distinguishing sources of health inequality and rectifying inequality due to early childhood circumstances should be the basis of policy promoting health equity.
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1. Introduction

One of the most significant advances in the measurement of inequality of human well-being has been the transition from a single-dimensioned focus to multiple key dimensions. Meanwhile, the economics literature often focuses on the trend of money metric inequality, such as inequalities of income, wealth, or consumption expenditures; less attention has been paid to how health inequality has evolved. As economic inequality worsens globally (Milanovic 2014), it is also important to understand how economic circumstances may shape health inequality, especially in the long term (Tang et al., 2008).

Population aging has been global and accelerating.¹ Health condition of the elderly not only determines their own welfare, but affects health care spending for the whole society. As cumulative evidence suggests that aging begins in early stage of life during which individual circumstances play important roles (Zeng et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2008; Mazumder et al. 2010; Stowasser et al. 2014; Sayer and Gill 2016; Ko and Yeung 2019; Liu et al. 2019), it is important to understand the lasting impact of early life circumstances on old-age health. Effective interventions can be most successful if applied early in the life course², prior to the onset of disease and disability, to slow the diverging aging process and benefit population health (Moffitt et al. 2017).

Meanwhile, existing studies on sources of health inequality focus on childhood circumstances as they are largely beyond the realm of individuals’ choices. An important principle emphasized in the framework of health inequality due to childhood circumstances (i.e. Inequality of Opportunity in health³, a.k.a. IOP in health) is that childhood circumstances are often sources of health inequality that deserve prioritized policy interventions (Roemer and Trannoy, 2016; Andreoli et al. 2019). Policies should be implemented to eliminate or compensate for health inequality resulting from

¹ The number of older persons – those aged 60 years or over – has increased substantially, from 0.61 billion (or 9.9% of the population) in 2000 to 0.90 billion (or 12.3% of the population) in 2015 in the world. This growth is projected to accelerate in the coming decades, to reach almost 1.40 billion (or 16.5% of the population) by 2030 and nearly 2.09 billion (or 21.5% of the population) by 2050 in the world (United Nations, 2015).
² A life course approach emphasizes a temporal and social perspective, looking back across an individual’s or a cohort’s life experiences or across generations for clues to current patterns of health and disease, while recognizing that both past and present experiences are shaped by the wider social, economic and cultural context (WHO, 2000).
³ Inequality of Opportunity in health refers to health inequality due to circumstances that are beyond individual control (Roemer, 2002). Childhood circumstances are the main factors beyond individual control, since individuals cannot be held responsible for their birth lottery. In contrast, efforts can be freely chosen by individuals according to their preferences and, hence, may contribute to health inequality.
childhood circumstances (Rosa-Dias and Jones, 2007; Lefranc et al., 2008; Fleurbaey and Schokkaert, 2009; Trannoy et al., 2010), rather than addressing health inequality originated from individual efforts (Marmot et al., 2008). Misallocations of resources from addressing gaps in childhood circumstances to gaps in efforts may distort health behaviors and lifestyle choices with large social costs.

Individuals are heterogeneous in their childhood circumstances and therefore trajectories of aging, which directly influence susceptibility to morbidity and mortality events (Almond et al., 2018). A growing body of economics and epidemiology studies conclude that a series of childhood circumstances may affect later life, such as rural/urban status (Strauss et al., 2018), family socioeconomic status (SES) (Dahl and Birkelund, 1997; Moody-Ayers et al., 2007; Zhang et al, 2008; Katikireddi, 2016; Gale et al., 2016; Adhvaryu et al., 2019), nutritional condition (Palloni et al., 2005; McEniry et al., 2008; Almond and Mazumder, 2011), health conditions (Sayer et al., 2004; Kuh et al. 2006; Dodds et al. 2012; Venkataramani 2012), natural environments (Isen et al., 2017), parenting skills (Andersson and Stevens, 1993; Krause, 1998), parental educational attainment (Ramos, 2007; Carrieri and Jones, 2018; Leopold 2018), parental health behavior (Simon, 2016; Nilsson, 2017), service capacity in the community (Shen, 2014), social mobility (Venkataramani et al., 2016), and maternal bereavement (Black et al., 2016; Persson and Rossin-Slater, 2018). As a complement to this strand of literature on each circumstance contributing to health inequality, we assemble a comprehensive set of circumstances to understand how various childhood circumstances may coalesce and in turn domains of such circumstances manifest as health inequality.

While it is difficult to define the exact set of childhood circumstances that may contribute to health inequality, especially for multi-country comparisons, we follow the growing literature of IOP in health and income (see an excellent review by Hufe et al. 2017) to classify comprehensive childhood circumstances into seven domains. Specifically, childhood circumstances include major crisis, regional and urban/rural status, family SES, parental health status and health behaviors, health and nutritional status, relationship with parents, and friendship. Though all these domains influence health and aging to some extent, their relative contributions to aging and disease risk are uncertain. The multitude of factors defining an individual’s specific circumstances poses challenges for modeling their individual and cumulative effects.

Based on a wide range of comparable childhood circumstances and comprehensive
health dimensions assembled from two nationally representative samples of older adults in the USA and China, our objective of this study is to quantify the overall contribution of childhood circumstances to health inequality in old age as well as the role played by domain of childhood circumstances in each health dimension. People normally have little control over childhood circumstances, which therefore should be the priority of public policies that aim to alleviate health inequality. We provide the first comparative evidence on IOP in health between the USA and China. While there are differences in childhood circumstances within a country, relatively small within-country heterogeneity calls for cross-country comparisons of the role of childhood circumstances, which may offer further insights into circumstances that vary more across countries.

In this regard, a comparative study between two large countries - China and the USA - can be representative of the range of vastly different economic development, health systems, institutions, lifestyles, culture and norms, etc. Their largest aging populations and economies in the world may have important global implications. Both countries have experienced high and fast rising social inequality. Specifically, the USA has one of the highest economic inequality in the developed countries (Bratberg, et al. 2017; Chetty et al., 2017; Hufe et al., 2017; landerso and Heckman, 2017), while China has experienced fast increase in economic inequality, not only surpassing that of the USA by a large margin but ranking among the highest in the world (Yang, 1999; Yang and Eriksson, 2010; Xie and Zhou, 2014). Both countries have also been aging fast. Specifically, the number of older persons aged 60 years or over has increased substantially, from 45.8 million (or 16.2% of the population) in 2000 to 66.5 billion (or 20.7% of the population) in 2015 in the USA, and from 125.2 million (or 9.9% of the population) in 2000 to 209.2 million (or 15.2% of the population) in 2015 in China. This growth is projected to accelerate in the coming decades, to reach almost 92.9 million (or 26.1% of the population) by 2030 and nearly 108.3 billion (or 27.9% of the population) by 2050 in the USA, and to reach almost 358.1 million (or 25.3% of the population) by 2030 and nearly 491.5 billion (or 36.5% of the population) by 2050 in China (United Nations, 2015).

We may contribute to the literature in three main aspects. First, we advance the literature on life course epidemiology that has mostly been limited to shorter time periods, such as a decade in Simmonds et al. (2015); in contrast, our study links individuals’ health status at least 50 years since childhood. Second, we use a very
comprehensive set of childhood circumstances and rich health measures. The rich childhood circumstances address the concern that insufficient information on circumstances may undervalue IOP and therefore mislead policymakers into a false sense of complacency that health inequality is largely fair (Kanbur and Wagstaff, 2016). Third, we advance the literature that has often lacked comparability across studies and country contexts due to the use of different sets of childhood circumstances. In addition to the baseline results that make use of similar and one of the most comprehensive domains of childhood circumstances as in Hufe et al. (2017), we restrict the analysis to a subset of circumstances that we have information for both the USA and China to ensure closest comparisons between the two.

Our study of IOP in health is attributable to childhood circumstances at least five decades ago. While rising economic inequality in recent decades may enlarge gaps in health from mid-life to old age, it does not directly affect the age cohorts under this study via influencing their childhood circumstances. However, the perceptions of rising economic inequality may spark more concern about the rising IOP (McCall et al., 2017). Countries with greater economic inequality also tend to be countries with IOP, i.e. a greater fraction of economic advantage and disadvantage being passed on between parents and their children (Lefranc et al., 2008; Corak, 2013). Further studies should keep monitoring IOP for younger age cohorts due to greater economic inequality affecting their childhood.

Reducing IOP in health has the potential to be a policy objective. Policymakers can be more averse to, or less tolerant of, IOP in health than economic inequality. This is not only because IOP in health is beyond the realm of individuals’ control and therefore is unethical, but because health has both intrinsic value (that directly affects individual well-being) and instrumental value. Economic inequality, on the other hand, has only instrumental value.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our conceptual framework and empirical strategy. Section 3 describes the data and measurements. Section 4 presents findings and robustness tests. Section 5 discusses and concludes.

2. Conceptual Framework and Methodology

2.1 Conceptual Framework

While classical welfarism assumed that social welfare should be predicted only on
the levels and equality of individuals’ outcomes, critics argue that it is ethically inappropriate to measure solely based on equality of outcomes. Rawls (1958, 1971) incorporated personal responsibility into discussions on the kind of equality that was ethically desirable. Since then, Sen (1980), Dworkin (1981a, 1981b), Arneson (1989), and Cohen (1989), among others, have contributed to the development of egalitarian theory that attempted to replace equality of outcomes with equality of opportunities (Roemer and Trannoy, 2016). Roemer (1993, 1998) designed an algorithm to evaluate policies that would equalize opportunities to achieve a given outcome.

On the other hand, inequality of opportunity in health (IOP in health) means health inequality attributable to circumstances, which are often beyond one’s own control, based on the framework of Roemer (2002). Childhood circumstances are main factors beyond individual control, since individuals cannot be held responsible for their birth lottery. In contrast, health inequality owing to factors that are freely chosen by individuals, namely their efforts, is not considered IOP in health.

There are two approaches to conceptualize inequality of opportunity: First, the ex ante approach focuses on the injustice of “unequal rewards to unequal circumstances” and calls for equalizing opportunity sets; Second, the ex post approach emphasizes the injustice of “unequal rewards to equal efforts” and calls for compensating outcomes (Roemer and Trannoy, 2016). This study adopts the ex ante approach as our HRS-sister surveys provide us very rich information on childhood circumstances to measure share of unequal health rewards in later life associated with unequal childhood circumstances.

2.2 Methodology

Our main outcome of interest are health measures in old age $y$. To understand the extent to which childhood circumstances contribute to health inequality in old age, we measure the overall health inequality and the part of health inequality due to childhood circumstances using mean logarithmic deviation (MLD). MLD has been popular in measuring inequality of well-being in multiple dimensions (Haughton and Khandker 2009; Ferreira and Gignoux 2011; Ferreira and Gignoux 2013; Hufe et al. 2017; Björklund et al. 2012).

Using MLD, health inequality is defined as the mean deviation of $\ln y_i$ from $\ln \bar{y}$. In other words, it measures the average difference between $\ln \bar{y}$ and $\ln y_i$. 
\[
MLD = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\ln y_i - \ln y) = \ln \bar{y} - \ln \bar{\ln y}
\]

where \(N\) is the number of individuals, \(y_i\) is health status of individual \(i\). \(\bar{y}\) is the mean of \(y_i\), \(\bar{\ln y}\) is the mean of \(\ln y_i\).

The MLD derives from the generalized entropy, a well-accepted family of inequality measures. The MLD form has several good features. Among the most relevant to us: 1) it considers aversion to higher health inequality. Given the average health outcome \(\bar{y}\), more unequal health status corresponds to a higher MLD;\(^4\) 2) it enables us to mitigate the possible overinfluence of outlier values.

The next step is to disentangle health inequality due to childhood circumstances from the overall inequality. Adopting the parametric Shapley Value Decomposition approach (The Shapley approach hereafter), suppose we have partitioned the population into types of individuals, each type corresponds to the set of individuals with the same value of childhood circumstances. Each type is characterized by its own health distribution. Let the type distributions be \(\{F^t(y), t \in T\}\) where \(T\) is the set of types, and let type \(t\) have frequency \(f^t\) in the population and mean health outcome \(\mu^t\), summarized by the vectors \(f = f^1, ..., f^T\) and \(\mu = \mu^1, ..., \mu^T\). We can construct a hypothetical distribution, denoted by \(\Phi(\mu, f)\), in which all members of each type \(t\) have the mean health outcome \(\mu^t\) of that type.\(^5\) If \(\Phi(\mu, f)\) were the true health distribution, then all health inequality is due to childhood circumstances and none to efforts. The MLD of health distribution \(F\), i.e. \(MLD(F)\), is decomposable as follows:

\[
MLD(F) = MLD(\Phi) + \sum_{t=1}^{T} f_t MLD(F_t) \tag{1}
\]

MLD can be fully decomposed into inequality due to childhood circumstances \(MLD(\Phi)\) and efforts \(\sum_{t=1}^{T} f_t MLD(F_t)\) (Shorrocks 1980; Shorrocks 2013; Jusot et al. 2013; Wendelspiess 2014). Therefore, the ratio \(r\) measures the extent to which health inequality is due to childhood circumstances.

\[
r = \frac{MLD(\Phi)}{MLD(F)}
\]

\(^4\) Let us suppose there are two individuals with logarithmic values of health outcome \(\ln x_1\) and \(\ln x_2\), respectively. According to *Jensen’s Inequality*, MLD increases with inequality \(-\ln[(\ln x_1 + \ln x_2)/2] > -\ln[(x_1 + x_2)/2]\). The MLD is nonnegative, takes the value zero when everyone has the same health status, and takes larger positive values as health becomes more unequal.

\(^5\) \(\Phi(\mu, f)\) has a cumulative distribution function that is a step function, with as many steps as types. This is often called the ‘smoothed’ distribution of \(F\) associated with the typology \((f, \mu)\).
2.3 Empirical Strategy

Our conceptual model partitions the population into types according to the value of their childhood circumstances and takes as data the type distributions and the aggregate distribution of the outcome of interest. This non-parametric Shapley approach requires either a very large data set, or a small set of types, to ensure meaningful distribution of health outcomes by type. However, a richer set of childhood circumstances in our study requires us to replace the partition of the population into a typology by regression analysis. Our regression-based Shapley approach enables us to estimate the impact of numerous childhood circumstances even in the presence of small sample and cell sizes. Following procedures in Ferreira and Gignoux (2011), Niehues and Peichl (2014), and Roemer and Trannoy (2016), we specify the empirical model

\[ Y_i = \alpha C_i + u_i \]  

(2)

where \( C \) is a vector of circumstances (excluding age and gender) beyond the control of the individual, \( Y \) is a vector of health outcomes in old age, and \( i \) represents individual \( i \). The reduced form parameter can be estimated by OLS to derive the fraction of variance in \( Y \) that is explained by childhood circumstances \( C_i \).

Based on this estimation, we construct a parametric estimate of the smoothed distribution \( \Phi \) defined earlier by replacing \( Y \) with their predictions:

\[ \tilde{Y} = \exp(\alpha C_i) \]  

(3)

Let \( \Phi \) be the distribution of estimated \( Y \). In this counterfactual, all individuals with the same childhood circumstances have the same \( Y \). Thus, IOP, denoted by \( r \) can be rewritten as:

\[ r = \frac{MLD(\{\tilde{Y}\})}{MLD(\{Y\})} \]

Similarly, we estimate the relative importance of domains of childhood circumstances. Appendix B describes the process.

We present point estimates and bootstrap standard errors with 50 replications. To obtain population-based estimates, we incorporated survey weights in this analysis. Because variations in health may not be all accounted for due to unobserved circumstances (Tomasetti et al., 2017), which may bias the estimated total contribution to IOP in health, we interpret these estimates as measuring relative importance of circumstances. As we will show in sensitivity analyses, the relative importance of these domains of childhood circumstances are insensitive to a subset of more comparable
circumstances between China and the USA.

There are substantial advantages to our methods compared with other decomposition methods, such as being order independent, meaning that the order of circumstances for decomposition does not affect the results, and being able to add up components to the total value. Though the decomposition should not be seen as causal, it offers an idea of the relative importance of circumstances (Ferreira and Gignoux 2013). The parametric Shapley approach has a built-in toolkit in popular statistical packages, such as STATA and R, which helps to standardize the analysis.

3. Data

3.1 HRS-Sister Studies

The databases we used are Health and Retirement Study (HRS) for the USA and China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study (CHARLS) for China.

We match the 2013, 2015 waves of the CHARLS, a HRS-sister survey, to its 2014 Life History Survey (LHS). The merged dataset enables us to link rich information on individuals’ health status in old age with early childhood circumstances in a representative sample of older adults in China. The CHARLS national baseline survey in 2011 represented people aged 45 years or older with their spouses totaling 17,708 individuals (living in 10,287 households, 450 villages/urban communities, 150 county-level units in 28 of China’s 34 provinces). The 2013 follow-up survey successfully tracked 15,770 individuals from the baseline survey, while 431 individuals died in between the two surveys. The 2013 wave also added 2834 new respondents into the survey, reaching 18,604 individuals. The 2014 LHS recruited living respondents from both the 2011 baseline survey and the 2013 follow-up survey (Hong et al., 2017). The

---

6 The 150 county-level units were randomly selected using probability proportional to size (PPS) and stratified by region, urban/rural and county-level gross domestic product (GDP). Within each county-level unit, three village-level units (villages in rural areas and urban communities in urban areas) were randomly selected using PPS as primary sampling units (PSUs). Within each PSU, 80 dwellings were randomly selected from a complete list of dwelling units generated from a mapping or listing operation, using augmented Google Earth maps (Google Inc) along with considerable ground checking. In scenarios with more than one age-eligible household in a dwelling unit, one was randomly selected. From this sample for each PSU, the proportion of households with age-eligible members was determined, as was the proportion of empty residences. From these proportions and an assumed response rate, we selected households from our original PSU frame to obtain a target number of 24 age-eligible households per PSU. Thus, the final household sample size in a PSU depended on the PSU age-eligibility and empty residence rates. In each household, one person aged 45 years or older was randomly chosen as the main respondent, and the individual’s spouse was automatically included. On the basis of this sampling procedure, 1 or 2 individuals in each household were interviewed depending on the marital status of the main respondent.
third wave of CHARLS was administered from mid-2015 to early 2016 and covered 12450 households with 21057 respondents (Strauss et al., 2018). Our analytic sample includes over 8,000 elderly Chinese above age 60.

The HRS is a nationally representative, biennial survey of older Americans (aged above 51) beginning in 1992. HRS is funded by the National Institute on Aging and carried out by the University of Michigan. In this study, we assembled a large array of variables from two main data sources, including the core survey with two waves in 2014 and 2016, the newly released 2015 Life History Mail Survey (LHMS). The 2015 LHMS was conducted from December 2015 to August 2016 in a subsample of HRS participants (n=11,256) through mails. It aimed to collect information on residential history, education history, and other important childhood and family events. The target subsample included all living HRS participants who completed their most recent HRS core survey interview in English (rather than Spanish). Finally, 6,481 participants were enrolled in the LHMS with a response rate of 58%. We assembled health outcomes and some childhood circumstances from HRS core surveys, and most childhood circumstances from the 2015 LHMS. Our analytic sample includes around 3,000 US persons aged 60 or over.

3.2 Measures

Health outcomes are presented in Table 1. Three dimensions of health status were assessed, including frailty, self-rated health, and mental health. They were chosen for two main reasons: First, they represent three key aspects of health ranging from more subjective measures to more objective measures, including general health, physical health and mental health. Specifically, self-rated health is reliable in assessing overall health (Lundberg and Manderbacka 1996), and has been commonly used in a wide range of disciplines (Bombak 2013). Frailty is considered highly prevalent in old age and indicates high risk of falls, disability, hospitalization, and mortality (Fried et al., 2001). CES-D scale offers a useful measure of mental illness (Radloff 1977). Depressive symptoms among older adults are associated with an increased risk of cardiac diseases and death from illnesses. Second, these indicators are widely available in social surveys, including in HRS and CHARLS, and they can be more comparable across countries. The longitudinal feature of our data mitigates measurement errors by

---

7 The HRS sample is selected under a multi-stage area probability sample design. The first stage involves PPS selection of U.S. Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) and non-MSA counties. The second stage involves sampling of area segments (SSUs) within sampled PSUs. The third stage includes a complete listing (enumeration) of all housing units (HUs) that are physically located within the bounds of the selected SSUs. The final stage includes the selection of the household financial unit within a sample HU (Heeringa and Connor, 1995). More information about the sample design is provided in Sonnega et al. (2014).
averaging health status between two consecutive waves of survey (2014&2016 for HRS; 2013&2015 for CHARLS) before merging at the individual level with the corresponding life history surveys (HRS 2015 and CHARLS 2014).

We measure self-rated health with the same question in HRS and CHARLS, i.e. “Would you say your health is excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?” The five options are excellent, very good, good, fair, and poor. Unlike more objective measures, self-rated health can be subject to various biases in different contexts. Hence, special caution should be exercised in interpreting these results. It is, however, reassuring that the overall health and its distribution between China and the USA are consistent, whether subjective or objective measures of health are used.

Frailty score assesses vulnerability to an array of adverse outcomes. We follow Fried et al. (2001) to evaluate five components of frailty in both countries, i.e. weight loss, exhaustion, low physical activity, low grip strength, and low walking speed. Since only people over age 65 are eligible to test walking speed in HRS, we measure frailty among those over age 65. Only half of the survey subjects tested frailty in each wave of the HRS. Therefore, we use data from consecutive waves 2010 & 2012 to generate a frailty score for the full sample and consecutive waves 2014 & 2016 to generate another such frailty score. The average value between the two scores is our measure of physical frailty.

Mental health is measured using an 8-item Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) (Radloff, 1977) in the HRS, and a 10-item CES-D in the CHARLS. While of different scales, both these shorter forms of CES-D are comparable with the 20-item full version of CES-D (Kohout et al. 1993). Meanwhile, we derive another measure of mental health - depressive symptoms - using well-recognized cutoffs for shorter versions of CES-D.8

Table 1 compares health outcomes between the USA and China. Overall, the US respondents are in better health than their Chinese counterparts as measured by all three dimensions of health outcomes. The average self-rated health for older persons in the USA is between very good and good, while it is only fair for older persons in China. To compare the subjective measure more carefully, we plot the distributions of self-rated health between the USA and China in Appendix Figure 1. The distributions of self-rated

---

8 Specifically, in terms of the choice of cutoff, Andresen et al. (1994) proposed a 10-item CES-D (total score ranges from 0 to 30) and suggested a cutoff of 10. HRS adopts 8-item CES-D as the measurement of mental health. The possible range for 8-item CES-D is 0-8, and a value of 3 is often used as the cutoff. At a cutoff point of 3 or higher for the 8-item CES-D, Turvey et al. (1999) found high levels of both sensitivity and specificity.
health are very robust – they changed very little for both the USA and China across two waves. The proportions of participants in excellent health, very good health or good health are all higher in the USA than in China, while the proportions of participants in fair or poor health were all lower in the USA than in China. Therefore, the US respondents demonstrate better self-rated health than their Chinese counterparts. This pattern is consistent with the objective health measures. The average value of frailty index is 1.030 in the USA and 2.088 in China, suggesting much worse physical functioning among the Chinese. The rates of depressive symptoms are 15.3 percent in the USA and 34.2 percent in China, again suggesting better mental health status among Americans.

While American older adults fared better than their Chinese counterparts on the three health measures, they also demonstrate larger variations as measured by Coefficient of Variance (CV). In Table 1, CVs of all four health outcomes in China are only half of those in the USA, meaning that the US elderly have more dispersed health distributions in all these health dimensions.

Measures of childhood circumstances are presented in Table 2. They are categorized into seven domains: 1) war or economic crisis at birth; 2) regional and urban/rural status at birth; 3) family SES in childhood; 4) parental health status and health behaviors in childhood; 5) health and nutritional status in childhood; 6) relationship with parents in childhood; 7) friendship in childhood. Overall, domains 4 and 5 are directly health-related, while others are only indirectly health-related. We also highlight in Table 2 the more comparable circumstances between the USA and China, which will be used in a sensitivity analysis. While this subset of circumstances are generally more comparable, some domains and individual circumstance variables are more comparable than others. Some of these circumstances may still measure different

---

9 We follow the most adopted rule in existing studies to divide China into 6 regions and USA into 11 regions to facilitate comparisons with the mainstream literature. While the set of regional and urban/rural status in the CHARLS is smaller than in the HRS, our findings are robust to alternative divisions of regions not reported here.

10 Overall, all seven domains of childhood circumstances are comparable between USA and China. These domains range from macro-level regional circumstances to micro-level family circumstances. However, due to the differences in economic development, institutions and culture between USA and China, some of the specific variables within the circumstances domains differ. For example, parents’ political affiliation (e.g. communist party membership) is an important indicator of family SES in China, but is less important and not provided in America’s HRS survey. The range of number of books at home in childhood is an important circumstances variable in USA, but not surveyed in China’s CHARLS. Therefore, the subset of circumstances in the robustness check exclude all variables that could not be well matched between CHARLS (China) and HRS (USA), including being inconsistently measured or nonexistent in one country.
things due to gaps in, for example, culture and norms between the two countries.

The Chinese and Americans born during the 1930th and the early 1950th may differ significantly. First, because China was a developing country with low rate of urbanization, the disparity between urban and rural areas was much larger. In our sample, the average values of self-rated health, frailty, and mental health are respectively 3.75 (3.94), 1.76 (1.97), and 6.40 (8.68) in urban (rural) China, meaning that older adults born in urban China tend to be healthier than those born in rural areas. Note that a significant proportion of the Chinese respondents, especially those born after 1940, were in childhood when China’s Hukou system (or household registration) was in place, which further strengthened the role played by rural/urban divide. Second, parents of this generation in the two countries have vastly different educational attainment. 65.4 percent of fathers and 94.5 percent of mothers received no education in China, while only 2 percent of fathers and 1.8 percent of mothers in the USA received no education. Other differences in childhood circumstances between the USA and China were evident in Table 2, such as type of residence at birth, self-rated health in childhood, and so on. Third, Chinese and Americans born during these decades may have experienced very different historical events affecting their growth. Our decomposition model includes as circumstances key events that some of the Chinese or American birth cohorts experienced. Specifically, the domain – war or economic crisis at birth – contains binary variables for being born during the Great Recession (1929-1933) and the World War II (1941-1945) for Americans and the Anti-Japan War (1937-1945) and the Civil War (1946-1949) for Chinese, respectively. Future work is required to improve the measures of individuals’ exposure to these enormous historical events as they may demonstrate large heterogeneity.

4. Results
4.1 Main Results

Figure 1 shows the contribution of childhood circumstances to health inequality of older adults in the USA and China, respectively. Results show that childhood circumstances contribute to 14.0 percent of inequality in self-rated health, 18.3 percent of inequality in mental health, and 30.3 percent of inequality in frailty in the USA, saliently higher than those in China. These shares of contribution in both China and the USA are smaller in size than many European countries (Bricard et al. 2013). Three domains, i.e. family SES, health and nutrition condition, and parental health and health
behaviors, contribute the most to overall health variations in the USA. In China, regional and urban/rural status, health and nutrition condition in childhood, and family SES are the three most important contributors to overall health variations. Notably, family SES in childhood and health and nutrition conditions in childhood contribute more to inequalities in all three health dimensions in the USA than in China, while regional and urban/rural status contribute more to inequalities in all three health dimensions in China than in the USA.

Comparisons of the size and statistical significance of the contributions by domain of childhood circumstances may shed light on their different linkages with health inequality and the differences between the USA and China.

First, Figure 2 shows IOP in self-rated health. Nearly all domains of circumstances contribute at 1% level of significance to self-rated health in the USA and China. Four domains of childhood circumstances, including family SES, parental health status and health behaviors, health and nutrition conditions, and friendship, contribute more to inequality of self-rated health in the USA than in China, while one domain – regional and urban/rural status – contributes more in China. Indirect health circumstances contribute slightly more (7.54% in the USA and 4.00% in China) than direct health circumstances (6.42% in the USA and 2.77% in China) to inequality of self-rated health. Inequality in self-rated health in the USA is generated more by micro or individual circumstances. In contrast, the greater regional and urban/rural disparities in China and their larger contributions to self-rated health inequality suggest important role of macro or institutional circumstances.

Figure 3 shows IOP in mental health. All seven domains of circumstances contribute at 1% level of significance to mental health inequality in the USA and China. Five domains of circumstances, i.e. war or economic crisis, family SES, parental health status and health behaviors, health and nutrition conditions in childhood, and relationship with parents, contribute more to inequality of mental health in the USA, while regional and urban/rural status contribute more in China. Indirect health circumstances contribute more (12.52% in the USA and 10.54% in China) than direct health circumstances (5.83% in the USA and 5.84% in China) to inequality of mental health.

Figure 4 shows IOP in frailty. Nearly all domains of circumstances demonstrate impact at the 1% level of significance. Five domains of circumstances, i.e. war or economic crisis, family SES, health and nutrition conditions in childhood, parental
health and health behaviors, and relationship with parents, contribute more to variations in frailty in the USA than in China, while regional and urban/rural status contributes more in China than in the USA. Indirect health circumstances contribute more (20.64% in the USA and 11.83% in China) than direct health circumstances (9.68% in the USA and 3.36% in China) to inequality of frailty.

4.2 Other Findings and Robustness

As an important sensitivity analysis, Appendix Figure 2 further restricts our analysis to a subset of circumstances in each domain (highlighted in Table 2) most comparable between the USA and China. This more parsimonious set of childhood circumstances also mitigates the concern that overfitting the decomposition models may inflate the measures of IOP in health. All main findings in Appendix Figure 2 are robust to this test. First, the contributions of childhood circumstances to health inequality are higher in the USA than in China across health dimensions. Second, indirect health circumstances contribute larger than direct health circumstances to health inequality. Third, health inequality in the USA is especially more associated with micro or individual circumstances, while larger share of health inequality in China is attributable to macro or institutional circumstances.

A major concern of the life course approach is that each age cohort may have experienced very different childhood circumstances, making our findings only specific to the age cohort under study. Our main analysis has focused on persons older than 60 in both the China and the US samples. Next, we extend our tests to IOP in health for other and younger age cohorts and examine potential differences in the contribution of childhood circumstances to old-age health by age cohort.

Since the youngest respondents in HRS-sister surveys were age 45 and age 50 in CHARLS and HRS respectively, we divided the sample and estimated using the CHARLS age cohorts 45-49 and 50-59\textsuperscript{11} (Appendix Figure 3) and the HRS age cohort 50-64 (Appendix Figure 4)\textsuperscript{12}. Because frailty was only measured for those older than 65, and younger cohort did not experience the same historical events that may have affected their growth, Appendix Figures 3 and 4 exclude frailty and a domain of

\textsuperscript{11} The sample sizes of age cohort 60+, 50-59, and 45-49 are 8255, 6062 and 3219 in the CHARLS 2013/2015.

\textsuperscript{12} Since the age cohort 50-59 in HRS only includes about 700 respondents, we use the age cohort 50-64 with about 1400 persons to enlarge the sample size. The sample sizes of age cohort 60+ and 50-59 are 14167 and 4542 in the HRS 2014/2016 without life history data, and 3014 and 713 in the HRS 2014/2016 with life history data. Therefore, there seems little sample bias between age cohort 60+ and 50-59.
childhood circumstances, i.e. war or economic crisis.

First, we find once again that the contributions of childhood circumstances to health inequality for younger cohorts are higher in the USA than in China across health dimensions (Appendix Figures 3&4). Second, in both countries IOP in health is larger for younger age cohort. Specifically, in China IOP in health is the largest for age cohort 45-49 among those older than 45. In the USA it is the largest for age cohort 50-64 among those older than 50. Third, across younger and older age cohorts, our results once again show that childhood health is a commonly important contributor to health in old age across China and the USA. The dominating contributors in China and the USA, however, are regional and rural/urban status at birth (for Chinese) and family SES (for Americans). These childhood circumstances also have varying contributions to health variations over age. Specifically, the contributions of regional and urban/rural status to health variations decrease with age, indicating that the Hukou (registration) system can be more binding for younger cohorts. Family SES contributes more to health variations with age, suggesting a long-lasting effect of SES. The importance of health and nutrition conditions in childhood to health variations decline with age.

We provide further evidence in Appendix Figure 5 that our estimated contribution of childhood circumstances to variations in frailty for older Americans remain robust to alternative sample screening, so are the conclusions we drew from the comparison between the USA and China. In comparison to the main analysis that uses all individuals who participated in at least one of the two waves of frailty tests, in this robustness check only individuals who participated in both waves of HRS frailty tests over four years are included.

5. Conclusion and Discussions

This paper documents IOP in health in the United States and China. We link dimensions of older adults’ health outcomes with most comprehensive domains of their childhood circumstances at least 50 years earlier.

First, we find sizable IOP in health in both the USA and China, with greater contributions of childhood circumstances to self-rated health, mental health and physical frailty in the USA than in China. Specifically, childhood circumstances may respectively explain 7-16 percent and 14-30 percent of health inequality in old age in China and the USA, depending on the health measures. Given the larger variations of health status as well as larger shares of health inequality due to childhood circumstances
in the USA than in China, this result suggests that the USA has larger room to address health inequality out of the realm of individual choices.

Second, we demonstrate that the most important observable childhood circumstances in China and the USA are geographic factors at birth and family SES, respectively. Regional and urban/rural status at birth (e.g. characterized by Hukou system) has played a substantially important role in determining health inequality in China (Zhang and Kanbur 2005; Strauss et al. 2018). While respondents in this study were all born before early 1950s, i.e. prior to the onset of the stringent Hukou (urban/rural) system, its enforcement during their childhood still had consequence on health inequality in old age. In the same era, the USA was already the world’s largest industrial nation with almost no restriction on population mobility. Therefore, larger gap in regional development at birth in China than in the USA could contribute to more health variations in the former. Family SES in childhood is a commonly important contributor to health inequality in both countries, with a greater contribution to the USA than to China. As expected, our finding suggests health and nutritional condition in childhood being an important circumstance in both countries.

Third, we show that in both countries IOP in health is larger for younger age cohort. There are at least two interpretations. One is that childhood circumstances may explain a declining portion of health variation in old age, assuming these age cohorts are homogeneous. In other words, while existing studies have shown that child health is a strong predictor of health in adulthood or old age (Case, Fertig and Paxson 2005; Smith 2009), IOP in health may converge over age. Another interpretation postulates that different age cohorts may have experienced very different childhood circumstances. For example, rising inequality in recent decades has affected younger cohort more than older cohort during childhood. Countries with greater economic inequality also tend to be countries with larger inequality of opportunity, as disadvantage can be more passed on from parents to children (Lefranc et al. 2008; Corak 2013).

Fourth, while both direct and indirect health circumstances contribute significantly to health inequality in old age, the latter tends to contribute more to all three health dimensions in both the USA and China. This is consistent with the notion that social determinants often play an important role beyond health care in promoting population health and health equity (Mcginnis et al., 2002). As many countries spend an increasingly large portion of resources on health care with no expected gain in population health (Bradley et al., 2016), our study suggests that more attention should
be given to how and to what extent indirect health circumstances contribute to long-term health and health inequality. Both China, the largest developing country with among the highest growth rate and potential of health spending, and the United States, the largest developed country with the highest share of national income on the health sector, have recognized the need to focus health resources more heavily on population health. This is a key component of Healthy China 2030 and U.S. Healthy People 2020 (Chen, 2018).

This study demonstrates the value of integrating a life course approach with a cross-country comparative perspective in identifying key determinants of health inequality among older adults. Distinguishing sources of health inequality and rectifying key childhood circumstances should be the basis of policy that promotes health equity. Adequate policy responses must be informed by the specific circumstances of the society among which IOP in health is generated. To improve the health of older persons, further studies are needed to develop and evaluate successful interventions to childhood circumstances.

The main strengths of this study include that we provide some of the first evidence of IOP in health using comprehensive dimensions of health outcomes and domains of childhood circumstances. Our comparative analyses are between two large countries with different lifestyles and health systems, and large gaps in economic development, rendering it potential to shed light on the role that specific institutions play in shaping individual lifetime outcomes in specific contexts.

This study has the following limitations. First, this observational study cannot draw casual inference. To uncovering causal mechanisms, future work will investigate potential channels through which the effect of childhood circumstances on late-life health may operate. Second, early-life circumstances correlate not only with lifetime health trajectories, but also with lifetime socio-economic trajectories, and the latter are bound to affect observed health outcomes independently of the former. Future studies should distinguish direct link between early-life circumstances and long-term health from the effects of lifetime circumstances stemming from early-life circumstances. Third, while this study incorporates richer set of childhood circumstances in the analysis, our partial observation of the full information determines what we obtained can be lower bounds of the actual contribution by childhood circumstances, after mitigating the concern over overfitting the models with such circumstances. Fourth, childhood conditions in the life history survey are based on recall, therefore may suffer from reporting errors. Fifth, our
life course study focusses on a specific cohort (i.e. above age 60 at the time of survey). While we try best to model the specific circumstances during their childhood, such as wars or economic crisis, it leaves for further tests if our findings could be generalized to other age cohorts with distinctive childhood circumstances. Finally, future work should aim to explain why overall childhood circumstances account for more health inequality in the USA than in China, and may better explain why regional and rural/urban status are more important to health inequality in China than in the USA.
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Figure 1. Share of health inequality in old age due to childhood circumstances (US versus China, age 60+)
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Figure 2. Contribution by domain of circumstances to inequality in self-rated health (US versus China, age 60+)

Notes: **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
Figure 3. Contribution by domain of circumstances to inequality in mental health (US versus China, age 60+)

Notes: ***p<0.01
Figure 4. Contribution by domain of circumstances to inequality in physical health (US versus China, age 60+)

Notes: ***p<0.01
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std.Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Variable Description</th>
<th>CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-rated health</strong></td>
<td>US</td>
<td>3014</td>
<td>2.788</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The average value of self-rated health between 2014 and 2016 (Would you say your health is excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor? 1. excellent, 2. very good, 3. good, 4. fair, 5. poor.)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHN</td>
<td>8255</td>
<td>3.924</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The average value of self-rated health between 2013 and 2015 (Would you say your health is excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor? 1. excellent, 2. very good, 3. good, 4. fair, 5. poor.)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mental health</strong> (CES-D score)</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>3014</td>
<td>1.205</td>
<td>1.588</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>The average value of mental health between 2014 and 2016; The Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) 8-item version; each item score is 0 and 1, the total mental health score is from 0 to 8.</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHN</td>
<td>7667</td>
<td>8.470</td>
<td>5.814</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>The average value of mental health between 2013 and 2015; The Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) 10-item version; each item scores from 0 to 3; the total mental health score is from 0 to 30.</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mental health</strong> (depressive symptoms)</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>3014</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The cutoff value for 8-item CES-D is 3 (1: Yes; 0: No )</td>
<td>2.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHN</td>
<td>7667</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.474</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The cutoff value for 10-item CES-D is 10 (1: Yes; 0: No )</td>
<td>1.386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frailty</strong></td>
<td>US</td>
<td>2266</td>
<td>1.030</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The sum of low walking speed, low grip strength, exhaustion, low physical activity, and weight loss; age 65+</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHN</td>
<td>4647</td>
<td>2.088</td>
<td>1.009</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The sum of low walking speed, low grip strength, exhaustion, low physical activity, and weight loss; age 65+</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Summary statistics of early life circumstances (US versus China, age 60+)
(The most comparable subset of circumstances between the two countries are bold and italicized)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>War or Economic Crisis</td>
<td>US(2)</td>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHN(2)</td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US (11)</td>
<td>8481</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHN (7)</td>
<td>8355</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8355</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional and urban/ rural status</td>
<td></td>
<td>8355</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8355</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8355</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8355</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family socioeconmic status</td>
<td>US (20)</td>
<td>2642</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2642</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2642</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2642</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2642</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2642</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2808</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2808</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2808</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2808</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2808</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Variable Description**
  - **Born in the Great Recession (1929-1933)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **Born in the World War II (1941-1945)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **Born in the Anti-Japan War (1937-1945)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **Born in the Civil War (1946-1949)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **Northeast region: new England division (me, nh, vt, ma, ri, ct)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **Northeast region: middle Atlantic division (ny, nj, pa)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **Midwest region: east north central division (oh, in, il, mi, wi)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **Midwest region: west north central division (mn, ia, mo, nd, sd, ne, ks)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **South region: south Atlantic division (de, md, dc, va, wv, nc, sc, ga, fl)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **South region: east south central division (ky, tn, al, ms)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **South region: west south central division (ar, la, ok, tx)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **West region: mountain division (mt, id, wy, co, nm, az, ut, nv)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **West region: pacific division (wa, or, ca, ak, hi)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **US, na division (in the US, but with no info on the census division)** (1: Yes; 0: No)
  - **Northern China (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Northeastern China (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Eastern China (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **South Central China (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Southwestern China (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Northernwestern China (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Father: No schooling (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Father: educated without completing primary school (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Father: Graduated from primary school (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Father: Graduated from junior high school (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Father: Graduated from senior high school (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Father: Graduated from college or above (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Mother: No schooling (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Mother: educated without completing primary school (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Mother: Graduated from primary school (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Mother: Graduated from junior high school (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Mother: Graduated from senior high school (1: Yes; 0: No)**
  - **Mother: Graduated from college or above (1: Yes; 0: No)**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHN (15)</th>
<th>US (8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2808</td>
<td>0.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2966</td>
<td>0.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2954</td>
<td>0.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2965</td>
<td>2.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3001</td>
<td>0.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2903</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7795</td>
<td>0.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7795</td>
<td>0.212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7795</td>
<td>0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7795</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7795</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7795</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8156</td>
<td>0.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8156</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8156</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8156</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8156</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8156</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8484</td>
<td>3.559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8552</td>
<td>2.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Mother:** Graduated from college or above (1: Yes; 0: No)
- **Family received financial help:** (1: yes; 0: no)
- **Before age 16, father had no job for several months or longer**
- **Dummy for father never worked/always disabled**
- **Dummy for never lived with father/father was not alive in childhood**
- **Type of residence at birth:** (1: single-family house; 0: apartment/townhouse/condo/mobile home)
- **When you were age 10, approximately how many books were in the place you lived?**
- **Was English the language that you usually spoke at home before you were age 18?**
- **Did you attend any organized pre-school program:** (1: yes; 0: no)
- **Parents’ political status:** (1: either father or mother is party member; 0: None of them are)
- **Father:** No schooling (1: Yes; 0: No)
- **Father:** Educated without completing primary school (1: Yes; 0: No)
- **Father:** Graduated from primary school (1: Yes; 0: No)
- **Father:** Graduated from junior high school (1: Yes; 0: No)
- **Father:** Graduated from senior high school (1: Yes; 0: No)
- **Father:** Graduated from college or above (1: Yes; 0: No)
- **Mother:** No schooling (1: Yes; 0: No)
- **Mother:** Educated without completing primary school (1: Yes; 0: No)
- **Mother:** Graduated from primary school (1: Yes; 0: No)
- **Mother:** Graduated from junior high school (1: Yes; 0: No)
- **Mother:** Graduated from senior high school (1: Yes; 0: No)
- **Mother:** Graduated from college or above (1: Yes; 0: No)
- **Family financial status:** (1: best; 5: worst)
- **Type of residence at birth:** (1: concrete; 2: adobe; 3: wood or others)

**Parents' health status and health behaviors**

- **Non-response of father:** (1: yes; 0: no)
- **Alive father:** (1: yes; 0: no)
- **Father had shorter than the median level longevity:** (1: yes; 0: no)
- **Father had longer than the median level longevity:** (1: yes; 0: no)
- **Non-response of mother:** (1: yes; 0: no) the four
- **Alive mother:** (1: yes; 0: no)
- **Mother had shorter than the median level longevity:** (1: yes; 0: no)
- **Mother had longer than the median level longevity:** (1: yes; 0: no)
- **Parents’ health condition:** (1: anyone spent long time in bed; 0: None)
- **Father has drinking problem:** (1: alcoholism; 0: None)
- **Father smokes:** (1: Yes; 0: None)
- **Mother smokes:** (1: Yes; 0: None)
- **Non-response of father:** (1: yes; 0: no)
### Health and Nutrition Conditions in Childhood

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US (5)</td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Alive father (1: yes; 0: no)**

**Father had shorter than the median level longevity (1: yes; 0: no)**

**Father had longer than the median level longevity (1: yes; 0: no)**

**Non-response of mother (1: yes; 0: no)**

**Alive mother (1: yes; 0: no)**

**Mother had shorter than the median level longevity (1: yes; 0: no)**

**Mother had longer than the median level longevity (1: yes; 0: no)**

### Relationship with Parents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US (4)</td>
<td>3015</td>
<td>1.702</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3015</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2930</td>
<td>2.583</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2929</td>
<td>2.400</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHN (3)</td>
<td>8469</td>
<td>2.684</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8348</td>
<td>1.071</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8418</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Before age 16, were you ever disabled for six months or more because of a health problem? That is, were you unable to do the usual activities of classmates or other children your age?**

**Before age 16, had a blow to the head, a head injury or head trauma severe enough to require medical attention, to cause loss of consciousness or memory loss for a period of time (Y/N)**

**When you were 10 how well did you do in math compared to other children in your class (1: much better, 2: better, 3: about the same, 4: worse, 5: much worse)**

**When you were 10 how well did you do in reading and writing compared to other children in your class? (1: much better, 2: better, 3: about the same, 4: worse, 5: much worse)**

**Self-rated health before age 15 (1: healthiest; 5: least healthy)**

**Did you ever experience hunger (0: No; 1:yes after age 5; 2: yes before age 5)**

**Have you received any vaccinations before 15 years old? (1: Yes; 0: No)**

**The type of doctor you visited for the first time was in general hospital specialized hospital or township health clinics? (1:Yes; 0: No)**

**The type of doctor you visited for the first time was in community (or village) health centers or private clinics? (1:Yes; 0: No)**

### Friendship in Childhood

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US (2)</td>
<td>3014</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2955</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2956</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2963</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHN (1)</td>
<td>7883</td>
<td>2.435</td>
<td>1.164</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8217</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Before you were 18 years old, were you ever physically abused by either of your parents? (1: often or somewhat; 0: rarely or never)**

**Before age 16 did you ever separated from you mother for 6 months or longer?**

**Before age 16 did you ever separated from you father for 6 months or longer?**

**Were your grandparents ever your primary caregiver?**

**Relationship with parents (1: excellent; 2: very good; 3: good; 4: fair; 5: poor)**

**Did Male Dependents ever beat you (1: often or somewhat; 0: rarely or never)**

**Did Female Dependents ever beat you (1: often or somewhat; 0: rarely or never)**

**Before you were 18 years old, did you have to do a year of school over again?**

**Before you were 18 years old, were you ever in trouble with the police?**

**Did you have a good friend (1: yes; 0: no)**
Appendix A: Figures

Appendix Figure 1: Distributions of self-rated health (US versus China, age 60+)

Notes: USA14 and USA16 respectively represent self-rated health in 2014 and 2016 in the USA, CHN13 and CHN15 respectively represent self-rated health in 2013 and 2015 in China.
Appendix Figure 2: Sensitivity Analysis of Main Findings in Figure 1
(US versus China, on Age Cohort 60+, Restricting to More Comparable Childhood Circumstances Defined in Table 2)

Notes: This set of results only consider childhood circumstances comparable between the USA and China. Specifically, the family SES domain only includes parents’ educational attainments, household type, family financial status; the domain of parents’ health status and health behaviors only includes parents’ longevity status; the domain of relationship with parents only includes physical abuse by parents; the domain of health and nutrition conditions in childhood only includes self-rated health.
Appendix Figure 3: Robustness Checks Comparing Age Cohorts 45-49, 50-59, and 60+ using the Chinese Sample (Restricting to More Comparable Childhood Circumstances Defined in Table 2)

Note: O represents age cohort 60+, Y4 represents age cohort 45-49, Y5 denotes age cohort 50-59.
Appendix Figure 4: Robustness Checks Comparing Age Cohorts 50-64 and 65+ using the American Sample (Restricting to More Comparable Childhood Circumstances Defined in Table 2)

- Mental_USA_Y
- Mental_USA_O
- Self-rated health_USA_Y
- Self-rated health_USA_O

Note: Y represents age cohort 50-64, O represents age cohort 65+
Appendix Figure 5: Robustness Checks Comparing Alternative Samples of the USA in physical health
(The USA versus China, age 65+)

Notes: ***p<0.01. Frailty5_USA represents results using the sample in original submission with 2,266 individuals who participated in at least one of the two waves of frailty tests. Frailty5_USA_R represents results using the sample with 2,075 individuals who participated in both waves of HRS frailty tests.
Appendix B: Measuring Relative Contribution of Each Domain of Childhood Circumstances

The overall contribution $\hat{r}$ can be neatly decomposed into components $\hat{r}^j$ for each category $j$ in childhood circumstances $C$ with the idea of the Shapley approach.

$$\hat{r} = \sum_j \hat{r}^j = \sum_j (\text{var } Y)^{-1} [a_j^2 \text{var } C^j + \frac{1}{2} \sum_k a_k a_j \text{cov}(C^k, C^j)]$$

(4)

where $j, k = 1, 2, \ldots$ are categories of childhood circumstances. $\alpha_j$ and $\alpha_k$ are coefficients of categories $j$ and $k$. Equation (4) presents an example of a Shapley Value Decomposition. This approach provides an appropriate way to assign roles to sources in generating health inequality (Björklund et al. 2012; Ferreira and Gignoux 2013; Jusot et al. 2013; Shorrocks 2013; Roemer J, Trannoy 2016).

A particular category $j$’s overall contribution to the variance in $Y - \hat{r}^j$ corresponds to an average between two channels. Intuitively, childhood circumstances may not only directly impact health in old age, but exert their effects indirectly through shaping other childhood circumstances and adulthood efforts. Formally, all $C^j_{j \neq j}$ are held constant in the direct contribution of category $j$, i.e. $a_j^2 (\text{var } Y)^{-1} \text{var } C^j$. Regarding the indirect contribution, category $j$ itself is held constant, and its indirect contribution, i.e. $\frac{1}{2} (\text{var } Y)^{-1} \sum_k a_k a_j \text{cov}(C^k, C^j)$, is taken as the difference between the total variance and the ensuing variance.

To compute the Shapley value decomposition, we first estimate the inequality measure for all possible permutations of the circumstance variables. In a second step, the average marginal effect of each circumstance variable on the measure of IOP is computed (Juarez and Soloaga, 2014). This procedure is very computationally intensive as $2^K$ ($K$= number of circumstances) must be computed.